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Abstract 

ABSTRACT 

 

On the Measurement of Airborne, Angular-dependent Sound Transmission 

through Supercritical Bars  

 

Matthew D. Shaw 

Department of Physics and Astronomy, BYU 

Master of Science 

 

 

A method of measuring angular dependence of acoustic transmission through 

supercritical plates in air is discussed. The coincidence effect occurs in a supercritical plate when 

the component of the acoustic wave number parallel to the plate matches the bending wave 

number in the plate. The transmission of sound is a maximum at the angle where this trace wave 

number matching occurs. The theory of the coincidence effect is well-defined for unbounded thin 

plates using plane-wave excitation. However, experimental results for finite plates are known to 

diverge from theory, especially near grazing angles. An experimental setup has been developed 

in order to observe the coincidence effect using continuous-wave excitation and phased-array 

methods. Experimental results through a 0.5 mm thick aluminum bar exhibit strong maxima at 

the predicted coincidence angles, showing that coincidence is observable using continuous 

waves. Also, transmission near grazing angles is seen to diverge from infinite plate theory. 

Further work is suggested to improve the measurement setup and explore the source of the 

divergence. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Sound transmission loss through barriers has been studied in depth for various purposes, 

including noise control and architectural acoustics. Many studies have aimed at determining the 

transmission loss of barriers as a function of frequency at normal incidence or at an oblique angle 

of incidence. The angular dependence of sound transmission at a specific frequency has also 

been studied and defined theoretically. Knowing this dependence has proven useful in various 

applications, including using supercritical plates as angular filters for sound transmission.
1
 

There exists a critical frequency for a given plate, which is when the wave speed in the 

surrounding fluid matches the bending wave speed in the plate. At this frequency, an incident 

acoustic wave at grazing incidence (±90° from normal incidence) excites a traveling bending 

wave in the plate, which then radiates at grazing incidence on the transmitted side of the plate, 
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with a maximum sound transmission, compared to other angles of incidence. Above the critical 

frequency (supercritical region), the bending wave speed exceeds the speed of sound in the fluid, 

and there exists an angle at which the component of the acoustic wave number parallel to the 

plate matches the bending wave number in the plate (this occurs at both positive and negative 

mirrored angles about normal incidence). At this angle, called the coincidence angle, the incident 

acoustic wave excites a traveling flexural wave in the plate at the bending wave speed. The 

coincidence effect results in maximum sound transmission at the coincidence angle (compared to 

angles below and above the coincidence angle), as the traveling bending wave radiates 

acoustically on the transmitted side of the plate. Since the bending wave speed is dispersive for 

thin plates, this angle shifts towards normal incidence as frequency increases. Additionally, if an 

acoustic wave is incident upon the plate at an angle between grazing incidence and the 

coincidence angle, then a traveling wave is still excited in the plate but at a speed less than the 

bending wave speed. Conversely, if an acoustic wave is incident at an angle between the 

coincidence angle and normal incidence then a traveling wave at a speed greater than the 

bending wave speed is excited in the plate. Acoustic radiation from the plate, and hence 

transmission through the plate, is most efficient when the wave traveling in the plate matches the 

bending wave speed. 

1.2 Literature 

The development of the theory of angular-dependent sound transmission of plane waves 

through unbounded, flexible, thin plates is credited to Cremer in 1942.
2
 It was later confirmed 
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numerically by Lamb in 1956
3
 and experimentally by Eichler and Lambert in 1957.

4
 Since then, 

there have been many studies to better understand the coincidence effect and its applications. 

In 1971, Bhattacharya et al.
5
 found that for a finite plate, it was impossible to observe the 

coincidence effect in steady state without backing the plate with a cavity. This conclusion was 

based on previous work by Bhattacharya and Crocker
6
 where they found that for a plate backed 

by a cavity, the coincidence effect could be observed through matching of flexural, standing 

waves in the plate and standing waves in the acoustic cavity. This resulted in a coincidence effect 

independent of angle, and it could only be observed at a critical frequency and subsequent 

discrete coincidence frequencies that corresponded with cavity modes. They made this 

distinction their plate was finite and asserted that coincidence could not be observed in finite 

plates in the same manner that it can be as Cremer had proposed for infinite plates. They claimed 

that freely propagating waves could not exist in a finite plate. In their measurement setup, they 

essentially measured better transmission when the cavity or the plate was excited at a resonance. 

However, standing waves in one dimension fundamentally consist of two traveling waves. Thus 

traveling waves can be excited in a finite plate and possibly result in coincidence if an individual 

traveling wave may be monitored. One of the major shortcomings of their experimental setup 

was the use of a single microphone inside the cavity which prevented them from directly sensing 

angular dependent sound transmission. 

Ten years later, Davies and Gibbs
7
 suggested that the conclusions of Bhattacharya et al. 

were valid only for steady state conditions and proposed exciting the finite plate using short-

duration source signals. Their work was based on the approach used by Raes
8
 and Louden,

9
 in 

which an impulse was measured before and after transmitting through an impedance change (the 
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end of a pipe or a partition, for example), and the comparison of the amplitudes of the two 

spectra yielded the transmission properties. One purpose of using short-duration source signals 

was the ease of separating in time any diffracted pulses from the transmitted pulse. Thus large 

plates were required for their technique. The waveform they used was a 50 µs square pulse. 

While its duration is short enough to allow separation of the transmitted pulse from diffracted 

pulses, its energy is spread over a wide frequency range and therefore the signal-to-noise ratio 

(SNR) is poor relative to monochromatic excitation.  

Anderson et al.
10

 used the pulse approach for finite length bars submerged in water, 

except that they used a time-windowed, narrow band pulse rather than an impulse or a square 

wave pulse.
10

 This yielded good signal amplitude at a specific frequency (the center frequency of 

the pulse). For their experiment, several transducers in a line array were mounted to an alumina 

bar, and the combination was rotated to various angles as sound energy impinged on the bar. 

They did not have to separate the transmitted arrival of sound from diffracted arrivals because 

their array was surrounded by air, aside from the faces of the transducers being mounted to the 

bar to detect the transmitted sound. An acoustic window kept the cavity surrounding the array 

from being filled with water. Diffracted waves would be greatly reduced in amplitude due to the 

impedance mismatch from the acoustic window to the air and then again from the air to the 

transducers. The transducers recorded the transmitted sound at each rotation angle. Using phase 

delays in post processing, the main lobe of the array directivity pattern was steered towards the 

source for each rotation angle, allowing the receiving array to be most sensitive in the direction 

of transmission. A comparison of transmitted amplitudes to those collected by an array without 

the alumina bar gave the transmission of the bar as a function of incident angle. The advantage of 
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their work is that smaller plates and bars could be studied, since the array provided better 

sensitivity in the direction of the transmitted sound and due to the reduced diffraction.  

While the results of Anderson et al. matched theory for infinite plates at most angles of 

incidence, they noticed that towards grazing incidence, the theory for infinite plates and 

experimental results from finite bars began to diverge. Theory predicts perfect transmission at 

grazing angles irrespective of material properties of the plate. The results of Anderson et al. at 

grazing angles were corrupted by measurement noise floors and thus the degree of departure 

from theory could not be quantified with certainty. Furthermore, when calculating the diffuse 

field transmission loss of a finite partition, Fahy and Gardonio
11

 omit angles greater than 78° in 

their integration. By doing so, they found that the calculated values better match those collected 

from experiments. Others suggest that this is “fortuitous” and not grounded scientifically and 

propose other methods to correct for discrepancies.
12-14

 Despite this argument, there still remains 

a discrepancy between experiment and theory towards grazing angles.  

The literature shows a lack of experimental data that exhibit the coincidence effect using 

continuous waves. One purpose of using continuous waves is to obtain a better SNR at a chosen 

frequency. The literature also shows a lack of experimental validation of the divergence of 

theory from experiment at grazing angles. Better experimental results confirming this 

discrepancy could increase understanding of the physical phenomena, and understanding the 

degree of departure between theory and experiment could potentially lead to developing more 

appropriate theoretical equations for finite plates. 
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1.3 Objectives 

The purpose of this thesis is to describe a measurement system similar to that of 

Anderson et al. to investigate the angular dependence of airborne sound transmission through 

finite supercritical bars using continuous waves, i.e. in steady state. This thesis will show that it 

is possible to observe the coincidence effect using continuous waves without backing the bar 

with a cavity. It also provides further evidence of the departure of theory from experiment near 

grazing angles. 

In this thesis, a summary of the theory of oblique-incidence sound transmission through 

unbounded plates will be given. The experimental setup used to measure supercritical sound 

transmission through finite plates will then be discussed. Challenges related to the experiments 

will also be addressed. Results obtained from experiments will be shown and discussed. Finally, 

conclusions will be made, and possible further research will be suggested. 
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Chapter 2 

Theory 

This chapter presents a summary for the theory of the coincidence effect in thin, flexible 

plates of infinite extent. A more complete derivation of oblique-incidence sound transmission is 

given elsewhere.
11,15

 This theory provides a good foundation for the angular-dependent 

transmission through finite plates. 

The transmission coefficient as a function of incident angle,     , for a single-frequency 

plane wave incident on an unbounded thin plate is governed by 

      
           

              ⁄                    ⁄          
  (2.1) 

The numerator and the first term in the denominator represent the sum of the fluid loading on the 

transmitted and incident sides, dependent on the density of the fluid,   , the speed of sound in 

the fluid,  , and the angle of incidence,  , measured from the normal to the surface of the plate. 
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The second term in the denominator is governed by the damping in the plate, with dependence 

on the loss factor,  , of the plate, the bending stiffness of the plate,  , the angular frequency,  , 

and the acoustic wave number,  . The third and fourth terms are governed by the mass of the 

plate and the stiffness of the plate, respectively. The mass per unit area,  , and the bending 

stiffness are defined as 

       (2.2) 

and 

   
   

        
  (2.3) 

respectively, where   is the density of the plate material,   is the thickness of the plate,   is 

Young’s modulus, and   is Poisson’s ratio. It is often useful to plot the transmission loss (TL) as 

the logarithm of the inverse of the transmission coefficient. Here we deem it more appropriate to 

plot the transmission,     , which is calculated as 

                 . (2.4) 

Plots of Eq. (2.4) are given in Fig. 2.1 for a 0.5 mm thick aluminum plate at a subcritical 

frequency (500 Hz) and at a supercritical frequency (45 kHz). (For aluminum,   is 2700 kg/m
3
, 

  is 70 GPa,   is 0.33, and   is 1x10
-5

.) The normal incidence mass law transmission 

(transmission as opposed to transmission loss), 
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FIG. 2.1. Plot of the theoretical angular-dependent transmission through a 0.5-mm aluminum plate at a 

subcritical and at a supercritical frequency. The normal-incidence mass law for both frequencies is given 

for comparison. 

             [
  

    
]
 

  (2.5) 

is also included for comparison (note its absence of angular dependence). The subcritical 

frequency curve shows the absence of coincidence peaks, while the supercritical frequency curve 

contains two sharp peaks at the coincidence angles around ±47°. These peaks graphically 

illustrate the coincidence effect, which occurs when the mass and bending stiffness terms in the 

denominator of Eq. (2.1) cancel each other, thus maximizing   (away from grazing incidence). 

The coincidence angle,    , for a specific frequency can therefore be calculated by equating 

these two terms as 
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√

 

 
 

  

  
 
  (2.6) 

where  

       
 

 
      (2.7) 

is the (dispersive) bending wave speed in the plate. It must be noted that for subcritical 

frequencies, the bending wave speed is less than the acoustic wave speed, and coincidence is not 

observed. 

The critical frequency,   , can be calculated by solving Eq. (2.6) when co  is 90°, 

yielding 

    
  

  
√

 

 
  (2.8) 

For aluminum, with a thickness of 0.5 mm, the critical frequency is 24.1 kHz. As frequency 

increases above the critical frequency, the coincidence angle decreases from grazing angles 

toward normal incidence with increasing frequency. Further manipulation of Eq. (2.6) yields the 

mathematical result described above that the component of the acoustic wave number parallel to 

the plate matches the bending wave number: 

   
                        (2.9) 

(Figure 5.3 of Reference 11 gives a visualization of this wave number matching on p. 288.) 
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Chapter 3 

Experimental Setup 

The purpose of this section is to explain the experimental setup used to obtain the results 

presented in Chapter 4. A more detailed explanation of the history regarding the development of 

this experimental setup is given in Appendix C. 

3.1 Equipment and Physical Setup 

The angular dependent transmission measurements described below were taken inside an 

anechoic chamber.
16

 A turntable capable of rotating at 2.5° increments was controlled using 

LabVIEW. (See Appendix A for more information about the LabVIEW program used for these 

measurements.) With the same LabVIEW program, data were streamed at 204.8 kHz per channel 

through National Instruments PXI-4461 and 4462 cards from eight 6.35 mm (0.25 inch) GRAS 

type-I pre-polarized microphones. These microphones were placed in a line array mounted on the 
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turntable with center-to-center spacing of 6.35 mm between array elements, such that the 

midpoint of the array at the microphone diaphragms lie on the axis of rotation. 

A stationary ultrasonic source was pointed towards the center of the microphone array 

and synchronized to the microphone input channels. For measurements at 45 kHz, a Parasonics 

Corp. 4012A ultrasonic transducer (center frequency of 40 kHz) was used. For measurements at 

65 kHz, a Parasonics Corp. PAR58T ultrasonic transducer (center frequency of 58 kHz) was 

used. The corresponding single-frequency sine wave was created in LabVIEW with an amplitude 

of 5 V and sent through the PXI to control the source. The signal was also routed back into an 

input and recorded in order to compute transfer functions between the source signal and the 

microphone recordings in post processing. 

3.2 Data Recording 

To begin a measurement the turntable was rotated to -90° away from normal incidence to 

the array, and five 16384-point data blocks were recorded. For each block, the source signal was 

a single-frequency sine wave that started and stopped in the 16384 point data set. The turntable 

was then rotated 2.5° towards normal incidence, and five more blocks were recorded. This same 

operation was performed at each 2.5° increment, through normal incidence, to +90°. In order to 

obtain a transmission measurement, the entire process was repeated with an aluminum bar in 

front of the array, and the without-bar and with-bar measurements were compared. 

For each microphone, at each rotation angle, the five recorded blocks of data were 

analyzed with MATLAB (see Appendix B for the MATLAB code). The transient part at the 

beginning of each time signal, including the time of flight and transient portion of the sound 
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from the source, was removed in order to ensure analysis of only the steady state portion of the 

microphone signals. The resultant blocks were then windowed using a Hanning window. In order 

to reduce the effect of noise in the signals and to average out variations in magnitude and phase 

between blocks, the windowed blocks were summed together in the time domain. This 

synchronous averaging is analogous to complex vector averaging done in frequency domain. A 

fast Fourier transform (FFT) of each summed microphone signal was taken, and the (complex) 

value at the source frequency was extracted. The transfer function,   , between this value and 

the corresponding value from the source signal was calculated as 

    
    

   
  (3.1) 

where   is the value of the FFT from the source signal,    is the value from the  -th microphone 

channel, and * denotes a complex conjugate. The magnitude and phase of    were used in the 

beam forming process for the  -th microphone at each angle. Performing these operations for 

each rotation angle gave the magnitude and phase of each microphone as a function of rotation 

angle. 

3.3 Post Processing 

The extracted magnitudes and phases were then added together to compute the directivity 

of the array,      
   , as a function of rotation angle,  , using the equation  

      
    ∑                      

 

 (3.2) 
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where         is the extracted magnitude from the FFT of the  -th microphone signal,         is 

the extracted phase, and  

             , (3.3) 

is the time delay associated with steering the array of spacing, d, to a steering angle of 0 . This 

equation is associated with standard beam forming.
17-21

  

When 0  is set equal to the rotation angle of the turntable, the main lobe of the array is 

directed towards the source. This was done so that the array was most sensitive to the direct 

transmission path rather than other paths (to avoid diffraction and grating lobes in the plane of 

the array). Further, beam forming allowed for separation of the two traveling waves which make 

up the standing wave in the bar that results from steady-state excitation. The amplitude of the 

steered pattern was extracted at the steer angle (the main lobe peak of the array) for both the 

with-bar and without-bar cases, and the logarithm of the ratio of the two was recorded as the 

transmission at that rotation angle. The transmission as a function of angle was compiled by 

calculating this ratio for each rotation angle.  

3.4 Measurement Challenges 

Several variables were important to the measurement setup. First, the distance of the 

source to the bar could determine the sphericity of the wave incident on the bar. Second, the size 

of the bar could regulate the amount of diffraction that reached the microphones. Third, the 

boundary conditions of the bar could alter its vibrations and, therefore, its transmission 
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properties. Fourth, the distance between the microphone array and the bar could affect the 

diffraction, the quality of the array beam forming, and, therefore, the transmission measurement. 

One experimental difficulty is in creating incident plane waves on the bar. This difficulty 

was termed the precursor phenomenon by Balilah and Gibbs,
22

 when a spherical wave incident 

upon a bar excites a spread of flexural wave numbers (instead of a single wave number when 

using a plane wave), thus allowing for radiation from various angles to corrupt the transmission 

at the rotated angle. Balilah and Gibbs proposed using larger plates and tedious setup variations 

to reduce the effect of precursor waves. The beam forming of the array and smaller bar size 

reduce this effect by being sensitive to a limited spread of wave numbers, as does increasing the 

distance between the source and the bar. For the experimental setup described here, the 

ultrasonic sources were placed 90 cm (       at 45 kHz and       m         m, where 

r is the distance between the source and the center of the array and   is the radius of the source) 

from the center of the array. This meant that the bar and microphone array were in the acoustic 

and geometric far field of the source (     and    , respectively), providing a more locally 

planar wave incident on the bar and reducing the effect of the precursor phenomenon. 

 Another difficulty is diffraction around the bar. It is possible for diffracted waves to 

interfere with the transmitted wave, thus corrupting the data. While the use of beam forming can 

help reduce the sensitivity to diffracted waves in the plane of the array, it is still necessary to 

attenuate them using a baffle or blocker of some kind, especially for diffraction paths not in the 

plane of the array. For the case without the bar, the path from the source to the microphones was 

unimpeded. For the with-bar case, the bar was mounted to a 53 cm by 46 cm by 9 cm foam baffle 

using duct tape so that the portion exposed to the array was 2 cm by 13 cm. This baffle supported 
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the bar in the desired location and was found to significantly reduce diffraction, while still 

allowing incident sound energy to transmit through the bar (see Appendix C). 

In modal solutions of plates and cavities, boundary conditions play an important role in 

amplitudes and phases of traveling waves and their reflections. The theory described in Chapter 

2 does not include the effects of boundary conditions because of the infinite plate assumption. 

The boundaries of the bar in this setup do cause reflected waves traveling in the opposite 

direction which radiate acoustically at the mirrored incident angle about 0°. However, because 

the array is steered to the incident angle, the effect of the reflected wave should be reduced 

sufficiently. The effect of the duct tape on the amplitude and reflection of traveling waves in the 

exposed portion of the bar is unknown but it likely increases the effective damping loss factor for 

the bar. Further investigations into other methods of securing the bar and reducing diffraction 

would be necessary to fully understand the influence of boundary conditions on measuring the 

transmission through bars. 

The last experimental parameter, considered here, that could have an impact on results is 

the distance between the microphones and the bar. Having a bar in the near field of a microphone 

array could affect the beam forming performed by the array; if the effective media on each side 

of the bar are different then refraction may occur. Also, diffraction levels become greater, 

relative to the transmitted sound due to shallower angles at the bar edges, as the array moves 

farther from the bar. Fortunately, Anderson et al.
10

 found that it was still possible to steer a beam 

from an array of transducers through a supercritical bar in the near field. They suggested that the 

array standoff distance be small. The chosen standoff distance here was 5 mm. Further 
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investigations could also determine the influence of standoff distance on the experimental 

transmission results.  

For the results given in the next chapter, a 3.8 cm by 40.6 cm aluminum bar with a 

thickness of 0.5 mm, was used. This bar width was determined through experimentation in order 

to significantly reduce the waves traveling in the direction perpendicular to the array. A larger 

plate appears to suffer from severe interference fluctuations likely due to traveling waves in the 

perpendicular direction to the array. See Appendix C. A picture of the final experimental setup, 

without the bar and with the bar, showing the source, bar, and foam baffle in the anechoic 

chamber, is given in Fig. 3.1. 
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FIG. 3.1. Photographs of the experimental setup (a) without the bar with the 65 kHz source and (b) with the bar, 

foam baffle, and 45 kHz source. 
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Results and Discussion 

The intermediate steps of processing the data will be given in this chapter. Data for 

transmission as a function of angle will be shown, and important results and observations will be 

discussed. 

Figure 4.1 shows portions of the five blocks recorded at the fourth microphone in the 

array at a rotation angle of 47.5° from normal incidence. These were chosen as representative 

waveforms during the experiments. The beginning of the waveform in Fig. 4.1(a) includes the 

time of flight from the source to the microphones, then a transient portion of the recorded signal, 

followed by the steady-state portion. The first two portions were removed in the MATLAB 

processing to analyze the steady-state response of the system only. In Fig. 4.1(b), five blocks are 

shown to illustrate that the phases of the waveforms are very similar, with deviations in phase 

corresponding to a single time sample. Variations in phase or amplitude were averaged by 

summing the five blocks for every microphone and rotation angle. 
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FIG. 4.1. Five sequential blocks recorded by microphone 4 at an incident angle of 47.5° from normal. (a) Portion 

showing the arrival of the acoustic wave during one of the blocks. (b) Zoomed in portion showing the repeatability 

of five blocks. 
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The beam forming was performed as described in Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3). Figure 4.2 shows 

the steered directivities from the array with and without the bar in place. For Fig. 4.2(a), the 

source was at normal incidence, and the array was steered to 0°. The without-bar curve shows the 

array directivity pattern. The with-bar curve shows evidence of beam forming through the bar at 

0°. It also shows radiation of the bar near the coincidence angles, but the only extracted value 

from this curve is at 0°. In practice only the values at the main lobes need be calculated. The 

directivities are shown in Fig. 4.2 for illustrative purposes. The difference between the markers 

of 54 dB is the transmission at normal incidence. Figure 4.2(b) shows the data at a rotation angle 

of 47.5°, steered to the same angle (near the coincidence angle), and the 30 dB difference 

between the markers is the transmission at that angle. The difference is much less at the 

coincidence angle than at normal incidence, indicating an increase in transmission, as expected. 

The difference was calculated for each rotation angle, with the array steered towards that angle, 

and the transmission as a function of angle was therefore determined. 

A measurement was taken to determine whether the results were contaminated by the 

noise floor. The noise floor of the entire system was 9 dB on average, and the main lobe of the 

without-bar, steered array directivities was above 90 dB for each rotation angle. This suggests 

that the measurement system is capable of measuring transmission levels down to approximately 

-81 dB.  
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FIG. 4.2. Steered data with and without the bar for (a) 0° and (b) 47.5° incidence. The difference between the 

markers is the transmission at the respective angle. 

Figure 4.3 shows the comparison of the theoretical transmission curve, based on Eq. 

(2.1), and experimental results of the extracted main lobe values as a function of rotation angle. 

The experimental data show coincidence near the angles predicted from the theoretical equation. 
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It must be noted that the coincidence peaks are both shifted in the direction of decreasing angle, 

indicating that the source placement may have been off by a few degrees. The peak levels are 32 

and 26 dB below the theoretical peak values. The main cause of this is likely poor angular 

resolution, meaning that the coincidence peaks do not line up exactly with a measurement point. 

Another cause of this reduction could be small non-uniformities in the bar, preventing pure 

bending waves from being excited. The spherical wave fronts could also excite a spread of 

excited flexural wave numbers in the bar, thus rounding and reducing the coincidence peaks. 

Further, the duct tape may be effectively increasing the damping loss factor in the bar. 

FIG. 4.3. Transmission through the 0.5-mm aluminum bar versus angle at 45 kHz. 

The data also show agreement with a root mean square error of 2.8 dB in the mass law 

region (between -30° and +30°). The transmission at grazing incidence is an average of 54.7 dB 

less than the perfect transmission predicted by theory. 
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The larger fluctuations in the experimental results (indicated in Fig. 4.3 with the red 

arrows) could have various origins. First, diffraction around the bar might not have been 

completely reduced by the foam baffle, allowing for interference to corrupt the measurement 

results. Second, the precursor phenomenon could have affected the measurement in other ways.  

In order to further explore the fluctuations, five transmission measurements were taken 

and compared. For the results shown in Fig. 4.4, the aluminum bar remained attached to the foam 

baffle. The curves exhibit similar behavior for all angles of incidence, with an average standard 

deviation of 1.22 dB (standard deviation was calculated from the five measurements at each 

angle and then averaged over all rotation angles). This result means that the locations of the 

fluctuations are not a result of noise floor problems. The cause of these dips, however, is still 

unknown. 

FIG. 4.4. Comparison of five transmission measurements made without removing the bar. 
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 Another set of five measurements was taken, between which the aluminum bar was 

removed from the baffle and reattached in the same manner. The results of these five tests are 

shown in Fig. 4.5. The average standard deviation of these five results is 3.9 dB, more than 

double that of the curves in Fig. 4.4. The location and amplitude of the fluctuations vary between 

tests, suggesting that the cause of the fluctuations is related to the bar and how it is mounted to 

the foam baffle. However, the actual origin of the fluctuations, whether they’re due to diffraction 

or the precursor phenomenon or something else, cannot be determined from these results.  

FIG. 4.5. Comparison of five transmission measurements made while removing and reattaching the bar. 

Figure 4.6 shows the results for the same experiment at 65 kHz. Once again, coincidence 

is clearly observed at the correct angles. Through this measurement and ones at other 

frequencies, we have thus found that coincidence does not occur only at specific frequencies for 

continuous wave excitation of finite bars not back by a cavity, contrary to the findings of 

Bhattacharya et al.
5
 The peaks are reduced by 26 and 21 dB, possibly a result again of poor 
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angular resolution. The root mean square error in the mass law region is 5.7 dB, and the average 

reduction at grazing angles is 54 dB. 

FIG. 4.6. Transmission through the 0.5 mm aluminum bar versus angle at 65 kHz. 

The deviations seen in the mass law region of Figs. 4.3 and 4.6 are similar to the 

deviations seen by Farley and Anderson.
23

 They found a typical insertion loss departure from 

theory at normal incidence of 5.7 dB in their experiments on panels of plastic, wood, and steel. 

The 2.8 dB mass law departure from theory seen at 45 kHz would be akin to a 2.8 dB insertion 

loss.  However, the increase in the transmission for the mass law region at 65 kHz would 

correspond to a -5.7 dB insertion loss departure from theory. Though accurate determination of 

the mass law transmission levels is not the focus of this thesis, it may warrant further 

consideration to determine the exact reason for the departure from theory, though again this 

departure may be due to experimental error. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions 

An experimental setup has been developed to measure the angular dependence of 

airborne sound transmission through thin bars. The coincidence effect has been shown to be 

observable in finite bars with no cavity backing. Coincidence has also been observed using 

continuous waves, i.e. in steady state. Finally, further experimental evidence has been given to 

suggest that the theory for transmission near grazing angles of incidence does not match 

experimental findings with departures on the order of 50 dB. 

The use of a cavity to observe coincidence in finite plates described by Bhattacharya et 

al.
5
 is shown to be unnecessary when using an array of microphones. The matching of 

propagating flexural wave numbers to propagating acoustic wave numbers is possible in finite 

bars, even when using continuous wave excitation. This wave number matching is the basis for 

the standard coincidence effect predicted for infinite plates. 
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Most of the recent studies about the coincidence effect have used short-duration pulsed 

waves to measure transmission. . The use of continuous waves increases the SNR over pulsed 

waves but requires observing coincidence in steady state. The data presented here show evidence 

of the coincidence effect using continuous waves. 

Transmission near grazing angles has also been addressed. Experimental data further 

verify that theory for infinite plates and experimental results for finite bars diverge at angles near 

grazing incidence. The implication of this result merits further investigation. An experimental 

setup designed to measure the transmission at grazing incidence would be useful in determining 

the causes of the divergence at these angles.  

The measurement system described in this thesis has several drawbacks. First, the 2.5° 

angular resolution is limiting in its ability to distinguish the coincidence peaks. A setup with 

better resolution could improve the quality of the results. Second, the setup requires multiple 

microphones rather than the single transducer used by Davies and Gibbs.
7
 Third, the effect of the 

foam baffle and duct tape is still unknown, and future work could explore this. Fourth, the 

aluminum bar was still wide enough to contain several flexural wavelengths, and measuring 

transmission through narrower bars could lead to improvements in the results. 

A potential future use of the measurement system developed for this research is the 

determination of material properties. The concept of using transmission of sound, especially 

ultrasonic sound, to determine properties of the material under test has already been treated in the 

literature,
18-20

 but not specifically by tracking the coincidence angle versus frequency to extract 

these properties. Using the technique developed for this research, the coincidence angle as a 

function of frequency can be measured. Since the mass per unit area can easily be measured and 
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calculated, the bending stiffness term can be determined by fitting a theoretical curve to this data. 

Appendix D demonstrates this proof of concept in more detail. 
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Appendix A  

LabVIEW Code 

A.1 Tutorial 

The LabVIEW code developed for the measurements presented in this thesis is useful for 

further research on angular dependent sound transmission and, potentially, for other applications, 

including directivity measurements of transducers. For this reason, a brief tutorial on using this 

code will be given in this appendix. 

 In order for the LabVIEW virtual instrument (VI) to work correctly, the turntable must be 

connected to the parallel port. A National Instruments (NI) data acquisition (DAQ) controller 

(the PXI, for example) must also be correctly connected. This can be checked using the NI 

Measurement and Automation Explorer (MAX). Note that the PXI must be connected and turned 

on before the controlling computer is turned on. Once this hardware is in place, the VI can be 

opened. 
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A screen shot of the front panel of the LabVIEW virtual instrument (VI) used in making 

angular dependent transmission measurements is given in Fig. A.1. Several of the input 

parameters have been labeled and will be discussed. When the run button is first pressed, the VI 

will check to make sure that the turntable is connected properly. It does this by setting the 

turntable in motion (turning ON the turn forward pin) and waiting for the motion pin to alternate 

ON and OFF. If the turntable is connected correctly, the VI will wait for the turntable to return to 

0°, at which time it will stop the motion. The status bar will then read, “The turntable is now 

reset to zero.” If the turntable is not connected properly, the three LEDs under the angle gauge 

will blink, and the VI will not function. If this happens, stop the VI using the button on the 

toolbar and reconnect the turntable. Note that a good starting position (before the VI is started) 

for the turntable is a few degrees before 0°, so that when the VI starts it reaches 0° quickly and 

prevents cords from tangling. 

Once the turntable is reset to zero, the user may set the input parameters: 

a) Sampling Rate: This sets the sampling rate for the DAQ hardware. The user must verify 

the capacity of the hardware. 

b) Block Size: This sets the length of each block recorded. 

c) Number of Blocks: This determines the number of blocks recorded at each rotation angle. 

d) Buffer Size: This sets the hardware buffer. The value here is dependent on the 

application, but a typical buffer size is about twice the length of data being recorded. 

e) Input source channel: This is the hardware channel to which the source output is 

connected. This was done in order to compute transfer functions of microphone inputs to 
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the output. A microphone recording the source output may be used here to better monitor 

the source output, but the VI would need to be reconfigured to provide ICP power. 

FIG. A.1. Screen shot of LabVIEW VI front panel. 

f) Input channels (mics): These are the channels which are connected to microphones. This 

determines the number of channels recorded. 

g) AI.Excit.Src: This is the source of the polarization voltage or current for the 

microphones. If the microphones require an external power supply, this must be changed 

to “External.” If the PXI must provide ICP power, then use the “Internal” option. 
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h) Output channel(s): This is the hardware channel to which the source (speaker, 

piezoelectric, etc.) is connected. Generally, the output of this channel is branched to the 

source and to “Input source channel.” 

i) Default Path: This is the folder where the data will be stored. 

j) File Name String: This is the identifier on the beginning of the recorded data files. The 

VI is currently set up to name the files “File Name String” + “Channel Number” + 

“Rotation Angle” + “Block Number”. 

k) Comments: This is where the user can insert comments about the specific measurement 

being taken. A text file is created for each time the user presses “Start Measurement.” 

l) Source Control: The user may use either a continuous noise source or a pulsed wave 

source. Currently, the “Block” wave control is undeveloped. 

m) Source Type Cont: This determines whether a single-frequency sine wave or white noise 

is used as a source. This changes if “Source Control” is changed to “Block.” 

n) Frequency (Hz): This sets the frequency of the sine wave sent to the speaker. This is 

removed if “White Noise” is selected for “Source Type Cont.” 

o) Amplitude (V): This sets the amplitude of the sine wave sent to the speaker. The user 

must be careful to not send too much voltage to the source transducer. 

p) Waveform graph: This displays the type of signal being sent to the speaker. 

q) Test Source: This button may be pressed to send a 1 s sample of the source signal to the 

speaker. 

r) Milliseconds to wait: This must remain at zero. This parameter was used in 

troubleshooting and is no longer necessary. 
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s) Settling Time (ms): This sets the settling time between rotation angles. This was used to 

allow the bar and foam setup on the turntable to settle after rotating the turntable. 

t) End Angle: This determines how far from 0° the turntable takes measurements. For the 

purposes of transmission, 180° was sufficient. For a full directivity measurement, 360° 

would be more appropriate. 

u) Angle Increment: This determines the angular resolution of the measurement. The 

options range from 2.5° to 90°. The turntable rotates in the direction of increasing angle 

(clockwise) by this increment until it reaches the value specified in “End Angle.” 

v) Reset to Zero: This button may be pressed after completing a measurement to return the 

turntable to 0°. It sends the turntable in a counter clockwise (backwards) rotation. 

w) Start Measurement: This button is pressed to begin a measurement. This will be described 

further. 

x) Quit: This button may be pressed to quit execution of the VI. Caution must be taken 

when pressing this button, as its functionality is not completely tested. If the Quit button 

is clicked during a measurement, then it may take a few moments to actually stop. The 

turntable will then need to be manually rotated clockwise back to 0°, or past 0°. 

Once the VI is running, the user has set all of the inputs, and the turntable has been reset 

to zero, the user may push the “Start Measurement button,” at which time the VI will show the 

“Graphs” tab of the front panel. On the right side are the angle gauge, “Current Angle” and 

“Rotating To” indicators, the LED indicators, and the status bar as seen in Fig. A.1. These allow 

the user to monitor the rotation progress of the measurement. On the left side are two plots, the 

top one for displaying the time waveforms of each block as it is recorded, and the bottom one for 
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displaying the spectra of the corresponding waveforms displayed above. A binary file is created 

and written every time an block is recorded. 

Once the measurement is complete, the VI will return to the “Controls” tab of the front 

panel, at which time the user may press the “Reset to Zero” button to rotate the turntable counter 

clockwise back to 0°. At this time, the measurement is complete, and binary files will have been 

created. These files can be read into MATLAB using a program script similar to the one in 

Appendix B. To start a new measurement, the user must modify the “File Name String” and any 

input parameters that are different for the next measurement and press “Start Measurement” 

again.  

A.2 Block Diagram 

This section will give a brief overview of the various parts of the block diagram. A view 

of the full block diagram is given in Fig. A.2, with boxes indicating sections that will be zoomed 

in and discussed in greater detail. 

FIG. A.2. Screen shot of the entire LabVIEW VI block diagram. 
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FIG. A.3. The turntable initialization section of the VI block diagram. 

The first part of the VI is shown in Fig. A.3. This part checks that the turntable is 

correctly connected to the computer. The top left section sets the turntable in motion. The top 

while loop observes the pin on the parallel port that alternates on and off when the turntable is in 

motion. If this occurs, data flow exits that loop and the second loop stops the motion when the 

turntable returns to 0°. At this point, the VI moves into the main while loop execution. 
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FIG. A.4. The while loop in the VI block diagram that waits for the user to begin the measurement. 

When the VI moves into the main program loop, the first sub loop contains an event 

structure (composed of stacked frames each executed at different times when the corresponding 

button is pressed) that waits for the user to press a button. This sub loop is shown in Fig. A.4. On 

timeout (if the user presses nothing), the event structure plots the source signal in the waveform 

graph on the front panel. Shown in the figure is the case when the user presses the “Reset to 

Zero” button, which is similar to the initialization section shown in Fig. A.3. When the user 

presses “Start Measurement,” the VI initializes the variables on the right side and exits into the 

DAQ initialization stage. 
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FIG. A.5. DAQ initialization in the VI block diagram. 

Figure A.5 shows the DAQ initialization. The analog input and analog output virtual 

channels are created in the middle section. The microphone sensitivities, given in units of 

mV/Pa, are inserted in the orange-colored array in Fig. A.5, meaning that recorded data are in 

pressures. The sampling frequency and buffer are initialized, and the chosen increment angle is 

converted to a usable number (instead of a string). The very bottom section is where a 

measurement log text file is created. Figure A.6 shows more about the creation of this log file. 
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FIG. A.6. Measurement log file compilation in the VI block diagram. 

Figure A.6 shows the diagram that sets up the measurement log text file. Every time the 

“Start Measurement” button is pressed, a log file is created. The various important variables for 

the measurement are imported into this portion, and each of them is converted to a string. The 

entire set is concatenated into one long string, which is then written to a text file with the name 

of the “File Name String” variable. Once the log file has been created and the DAQ tasks are 

initialized, execution moves into the measurement loop of the VI. 
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FIG. A.7. The first section of the measurement loop of the VI block diagram. 

Figure A.7 shows the first part of the loop where the actual measurement takes place. The 

data flow first passes through a settling time section. This is important when using a larger plate, 

as time is required to dampen out the vibrations caused by rotating the turntable. The for loop 

then executes once for each block being recorded. During the first step in the for loop the VI first 

creates files for each channel. The output signal is created below that, and the DAQ tasks are 

started. 
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FIG. A.8. The second part of the measurement loop in the VI block diagram. 

The next section, shown in Fig. A.8, shows when the data are actually recorded, 

displayed, and written to file. The far left shows the DAQ acquire command. The data are read in 

and written to file in the smaller for loop, while the spectra are computed. The files are then 

closed, the displays are updated with the newly recorded block, and the tasks are stopped. The 

for loop is then re-executed for each block. 
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FIG. A.9. The final section of the measurement loop in the VI block diagram. 

Once all of the blocks have been recorded and written to file at the current rotation angle, 

execution moves into the final section of the measurement loop. This section, shown in Fig. A.9, 

is for updating the angle on the turntable. The VI first determines whether the measurement has 

reached a conclusion based on the “End Angle” parameter set by the user. If the measurement 

requires more data at further angles, the turntable is rotated by the amount designated in “Angle 

Increment.” The VI then returns to the section shown in Fig. A.7, where new files are created at 

the next rotation angle. If the measurement is complete, the loop is exited and execution returns 

to the loop shown in Fig. A.4. 
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Appendix B  

MATLAB Code 

 This section will give a brief overview of the various MATLAB files that were used in 

processing and presenting the data for this research. Each file will be given in its own section. 

B.1 Ultrasonicsv2.m 

The purpose of this file is to read in the data recorded by LabVIEW and process it 

according to the method described in Chapter 3. The first part reads in the data and extracts the 

magnitude and phase. The second part sums the magnitudes and phases according to standard 

array beam forming given in Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3). 
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% Ultrasonicsv2.m 
% Created by Matthew Shaw 
% 
% 
% This program reads in data recorded by Ultrasonics.VI, does post 

processing, 
% and plots the transmission as a function of angle. 
% 
%  
% Thanks to Dr. Kent Gee for helping on the reading in files. The file 
% names and reading in multiple files was based on his 
% IDfileload_multfile.m.  

  
clear all; 
% close all; 

  

  
set(0,'DefaultFigurePosition',[-3          39        1680  934]); 
set(0,'DefaultAxesLineWidth',3); 
set(0,'DefaultLineLineWidth',3); 
set(0,'DefaultAxesFontSize',30); 
colorvec={'-k','-b','-r','-y','-g','-c','-m','-k','-b','-r','-y','-g','-c'}; 

  

  
% For file names 
% pathname='G:\Blaine Harker\'; 
pathname='G:\Matthew Shaw\Grad Research\Data\'; 
date='2011_07_13'; 
dateplate='2011_07_13'; 
testname='45kHz_noplate_nofoam'; 
testnameplate='45kHz_plate'; 

  
CH=0:8;             % Channels 
fs=204800;          % Sampling frequency 
blocksize=16384;    % Does not have to be the same as recorded block size 
fofint=45000;       % Frequency of interest, for mag and phase stuff 
c=343;              % Speed of sound in air 
k=2*pi*fofint/c;    % Wave number 
numblocks=5;        % Number of blocks recorded. 
numsamp=blocksize;  % Total number of samples. 
startangle=0; 
endangle=180; 
angleinc=2.5;    
anglevec=startangle:angleinc:endangle; 
anglevec1=anglevec-90; % (Make -90 to 90 instead of 0 to 180) 

  
t=0:1/fs:(blocksize-1)/fs; 
df=fs/blocksize; % Create the f-array. 
f=0:df:fs/2-df; 

  
% Find the index of the f-value closest to the frequency of interest. 
[val1,ind1]=min(abs(f-fofint));  
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% This is to keep all of the data temporarily 
blocks=zeros(numblocks,blocksize); 
blocksplate=zeros(numblocks,blocksize); 

  
% H is where the magnitudes and phases are stored after calculating the FFT 
% of the summed waveform. 
% The first index is channel number, second is angle, third is Mag or Phase. 
H=zeros(length(CH)-1,length(anglevec),2); 
Hplate=zeros(length(CH)-1,length(anglevec),2); 

  
% Filter coefficients for data 
filt1=[-0.00992245816498379,0.0444585509548805,-0.0833989203899928,... 
    -0.290371807828053,0.0796779103218323,0.480786319937745,... 
    0.0796779103218323,-0.290371807828053,-0.0833989203899928,... 
    0.0444585509548805,-0.00992245816498379]; 

  
% This first section fills in the H tensor with all of the magnitudes and 
% phases for each channel at each angle at the specified frequency of 
% interest. 

  
for nangle=1:length(anglevec) 

     
    for nch=1:length(CH) 

         
        for nb=1:numblocks 

         
            % Data for no plate. 
            filename=[pathname,date,'\',testname,'_',num2str(CH(nch),... 
                '%03i'),'_',num2str(floor(anglevec(nangle)),'%03i'),... 
                '_',num2str(nb-1,'%02i'),'.bin']; 
            fid=fopen(filename,'r'); 
            x=fread(fid,numsamp,'double');      % Read data into x. 
            fclose(fid); 

     
            % Data for plate. 
            filename=[pathname,dateplate,'\',testnameplate,'_',... 
                num2str(CH(nch),'%03i'),'_',num2str(floor(anglevec(... 
                nangle)),'%03i'),'_',num2str(nb-1,'%02i'),'.bin']; 
            fid=fopen(filename,'r'); 
            xplate=fread(fid,numsamp,'double'); % Read data into xplate. 
            fclose(fid); 

  
            % Remove transient portion of time waveform. 
            blocks(nb,1:end-1000)=x(1001:end); 
            blocksplate(nb,1:end-1000)=xplate(1001:end); 
            blocksplate1(nb,:)=xplate; 
            blocksplate2(nb,:)=conv(filt1,xplate); 
%              
%             blocks(nb,:)=x; 
%             blocksplate(nb,:)=xplate; 

  
            blockfft=fft(blocks(nb),blocksize); 
            blocksab(nch,nangle,nb,1)=abs(blockfft(ind1)); 
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            blocksab(nch,nangle,nb,2)=angle(blockfft(ind1)); 
            blockfftplate=fft(blocksplate(nb),blocksize); 
            blocksabplate(nch,nangle,nb,1)=abs(blockfftplate(ind1)); 
            blocksabplate(nch,nangle,nb,2)=angle(blockfftplate(ind1)); 

  

  
        end 

         
        if nangle==17 
            if nch==2 
                figure 
                plot(t,blocksplate2(1,1:blocksize),'k') 
                hold on 
                plot(t,blocksplate2(2,1:blocksize),'b') 
                plot(t,blocksplate2(3,1:blocksize),'r') 
                plot(t,blocksplate2(4,1:blocksize),'g') 
                plot(t,blocksplate2(5,1:blocksize),'m') 
                hold off 
                xlabel('Time (s)');ylabel('Pressure (Pa)'); 
                grid on 
                pause 
            end 

         
        end 

         

         
        if CH(nch)==1 
            blocks=blocks*2; 
            blocksplate=blocksplate*2; 
        end 

  
% Time-align the blocks to the first block using cross correlation. 
%         for ii=1:numblocks-1 
%             maxlags=2*ceil(fs/fofint);        % Max possible time lag 
%             corrtemp=xcorr(blocks(1,:),blocks(ii+1,:),maxlags); 
%             corrtempp=xcorr(blocksplate(1,:),blocksplate(ii+1,:),... 
%                 maxlags); 
%             [valtemp,indtemp]=max(corrtemp); 
%             [valtempp,indtempp]=max(corrtempp); 
%             shiftt=indtemp-maxlags-1; 
%             shifttp=indtempp-maxlags-1; 
%              
%             if shiftt>0 
%                 blocks(ii+1,:)=[zeros(1,shiftt) blocks(ii+1,... 
%                     1:blocksize-shiftt)]; 
%             elseif shiftt<0 
%                 blocks(ii+1,:)=[blocks(ii+1,abs(shiftt)+1:blocksize)... 
%                     zeros(1,abs(shiftt))]; 
%             end    % If shiftt==0, then don't make a change. 
%              
%             if shifttp>0 
%                 blocksplate(ii+1,:)=[zeros(1,shifttp) blocksplate(... 
%                     ii+1,1:blocksize-shifttp)]; 
%             elseif shifttp<0 
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%                 blocksplate(ii+1,:)=[blocksplate(ii+1,abs(shifttp)+1:... 
%                     blocksize) zeros(1,abs(shifttp))]; 
%             end    % If shiftt==0, then don't make a change. 
%         end 

  

  
        % Summing blocks 
        blockssum=sum(blocks); 
        blocksplatesum=sum(blocksplate); 

         
        % Windowing 
        ww = hann(blocksize);               % Creates the window. 
%         ww = flattopwin(blocksize); 
%         ww = ones(blocksize,1); 
%         blocks(1,:) = ww.*x(blocksize+1:2*blocksize); % Windows the data. 
%         blocksplate(1,:) = ww.*xplate(blocksize+1:2*blocksize); 
        blockssumw=ww'.*blockssum; 
        blocksplatesumw=ww'.*blocksplatesum; 

  
        % Take the fft of the windowed, summed data. 
        X1=fft(blockssumw,blocksize); 
        X1plate=fft(blocksplatesumw,blocksize); 

         
        if nch==1 
            Source1=X1(ind1); 
            Source1plate=X1plate(ind1); 
        else 
            bb=X1(ind1); 
            bbplate=X1plate(ind1); 

             
            % Transfer function with noise at the output (mics). 
            Htemp=conj(Source1)*bb/(conj(Source1)*Source1);  
            Hplatetemp=conj(Source1plate)*bbplate/(conj(Source1plate)*... 
                Source1plate); 

             
            % Take mag and phase wrt source. 
            H(nch-1,nangle,1)=abs(Htemp);   
            H(nch-1,nangle,2)=angle(Htemp); 
            Hplate(nch-1,nangle,1)=abs(Hplatetemp); 
            Hplate(nch-1,nangle,2)=angle(Hplatetemp); 
        end 

  
    end 
    nangle 
end 

  
% So now the H tensors should have all of the information that I need to 
% make the plots that I want. This next section will manipulate the data in 
% H to find my directivity using all 8 channels. I can choose to steer it 
% if I like, as well. 

  

  
%% 
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DirecZ=zeros(length(anglevec1),1); 
Direcplate=zeros(length(anglevec1),1); 

  
omega=2*pi*fofint; 
d=.007143;                          % Distance between microphones 
% figure 
% For single steer angle 

  

  
% Add the magnitude and phase together from each microphone at each rotate 
% and steer angle. Then take the ratio to get our transmission plot. 
for nnangle=1:length(anglevec) 
%     dir=0; 
    dir1=zeros(1,length(anglevec)); 
%     dirplate=0; 
    dirplate1=zeros(1,length(anglevec)); 
    theta0=anglevec1(nnangle);      % Steer angle equals rotated angle 
%     theta0=47.5; 
    t0=d*sind(theta0)/c;            % Time difference (for phase) 
    for nnch=1:length(CH)-1 
%     for nnch=3 
%         dir=dir+H(nnch,nnangle,1)*exp(1j*(H(nnch,nnangle,2)+(nnch-1)*... 
%              omega*t0)); 
        dir1=dir1+H(nnch,:,1).*exp(1j*(H(nnch,:,2)+(nnch-1)*omega*t0)); 
%         dirplate=dirplate+Hplate(nnch,nnangle,1)*exp(1j*(Hplate(nnch,... 
%              nnangle,2)+(nnch-1)*omega*t0)); 
        dirplate1=dirplate1+Hplate(nnch,:,1).*exp(1j*(Hplate(nnch,:,2)+... 
            (nnch-1)*omega*t0)); 
    end 

     
    % Pick off the individual values at the rotated angle 
    DirecZ(nnangle)=dir1(nnangle); 
    Direcplate(nnangle)=dirplate1(nnangle); 
%     hold off 
%     plot(anglevec1,20*log10(abs(dir1)),'-k',anglevec1,20*log10(abs... 
%          (dirplate1)),'-b') 
%     hold on 
%     plot([anglevec1(nnangle) anglevec1(nnangle)],[-80 -30],'r--') 
%     pause 
end 

  
% If I take the ratio of the plate to without the plate, then I should have 
% transmission as a function of angle. 

  
Trans1=Direcplate./DirecZ; 

  
% Log magnitude. 
DirecL=20*log10(abs(DirecZ)/20e-6); 
DirecplateL=20*log10(abs(Direcplate)/20e-6); 
Trans1L=20*log10(abs(Trans1)); 

  

  
% % Plot the single element directivities 
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% Hlog=20*log10(H(:,:,1)); 
% figure 
% plot(anglevec1,Hlog(1,:),anglevec1,Hlog(2,:),anglevec1,Hlog(3,:),... 
%     anglevec1,Hlog(4,:),anglevec1,Hlog(5,:),anglevec1,Hlog(6,:),... 
%     anglevec1,Hlog(7,:),anglevec1,Hlog(8,:)); 
% legend('1','2','3','4','5','6','7','8'); 

  

  
figure 
plot(anglevec1,DirecL,'--k',anglevec1,DirecplateL,'-.r',anglevec1,... 
    Trans1L,'-b'); 
% plot(anglevec1,Trans1L,'-b'); 
% plot(anglevec1,DirecL,'--k',anglevec1,DirecplateL,'-.r','LineWidth',3); 

  
xlabel('Angle (degrees)'); 
% ylabel('Magnitude'); 
ylabel('Transmission (dB)'); 
% ylabel('Sound Pressure Level (dB re 20 \muPa)'); 
xlim([-90 90]); 
grid on 
ylim([-70 0]); 
h=legend('Experiment','location','north'); 
% h=legend('No plate','With plate','location','north'); 
set(h,'FontSize',20); 
set(gca,'XTick',[-90 -60 -30 0 30 60 90]); 
% hold on 

  

  

 

B.2 Trans.m 

This file provides the theoretical transmission curves that are used to compare to 

experimental results. It also displays the normal incidence mass law for comparison. The 

equations used in this program are given in Chapter 2. 
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% trans.m 
% Created by Matthew Shaw 
% 
% 
% This file plots the theoretical transmission through a plate of either 
% aluminum or steel for a subcritical and supercritical frequency. The 
% normal incidence mass law curves are also given for a comparison. 

  

  
% close all; clear all; 

  
set(0,'DefaultAxesFontName','Arial'); 
set(0,'DefaultAxesFontSize',30); 
set(0,'DefaultAxesFontWeight','demi'); 
set(0,'DefaultAxesLineWidth',3); 
set(0,'DefaultLineLineWidth',3); 
colvect=[0,0,0]; % black, red in RGB values from 0 to 1 
set(0,'DefaultAxesColorOrder',colvect); 
width = round(3*300); left = 200; bottom = 50; height = 3*300; 
set(0,'DefaultFigurePosition',[left bottom width height]); 

  
% Aluminum 
thetavec=-90:0.5:90; 
thetavec1=thetavec*pi/180; 
f=500;                      % Frequency (subcritical) 
h=.0005;                    % Thickness of plate 
% h=.125*.0254; 
rho=1.21;                   % Density of air 
phoAl=2700;                 % Density of aluminum 
c=343;                      % Speed of sound 
eta=1e-5;                   % Damping factor 
pois=0.33;                  % Poisson's ratio 
E=70e9;                     % Young's modulus 
omega=2*pi*f;                
k=omega/c; 
m=phoAl*h;                  % Mass per unit area 
D=E*h^3/(12*(1-pois^2));    % Bending stiffness 

  
% % Just in case we want to try steel 
% h=.112*.0254; 
% rho=1.21; 
% phoAl=7800; 
% c=343; 
% eta=1e-7; 
% pois=0.28; 
% E=280e9; 
% omega=2*pi*f; 
% k=omega/c; 
% D=E*h^3/(12*(1-pois^2)); 

  
% This is the approximation made for subcritical frequencies. The full 
% transmission coefficient gives the same answer. 
trans1=1./(1+(omega*phoAl*h*cos(thetavec1)/(2*rho*c)).^2); 
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% trans1=(2*rho*c*sec(thetavec1)).^2./((2*rho*c*sec(thetavec1)+eta*... 
%     (D/omega)*k^4*sin(thetavec1).^4).^2+(omega*phoAl*h-(D/omega)*... 
%     k^4*sin(thetavec1).^4).^2); 

  
% The normal incidence mass law 
transm=zeros(length(thetavec),1); 
transm(:)=(2*rho*c/omega/(phoAl*h))^2; 

  
figure 
plot(thetavec,10*log10(trans1),'-k',thetavec,10*log10(transm),'-.k'); 
xlabel('Angle (degrees)'); 
ylabel('Transmission (dB)'); 
ylim([-70 0]); 
xlim([-90 90]); 
hold on 

  

  
f=45000;                    % Frequency (supercritical) 
omega=2*pi*f; 
k=omega/c; 

  
% Full transmission coefficient 
trans2=(2*rho*c*sec(thetavec1)).^2./((2*rho*c*sec(thetavec1)+eta*... 
    (D/omega)*k^4*sin(thetavec1).^4).^2+(omega*phoAl*h-(D/omega)*... 
    k^4*sin(thetavec1).^4).^2); 

  
% Normal incidence mass law 
transm2=zeros(length(thetavec),1); 
transm2(:)=(2*rho*c/omega/(phoAl*h))^2; 

  
plot(thetavec,10*log10(trans2),'-b',thetavec,10*log10(transm2),'-.b'); 
h1=legend('{\itT}(\theta) at 500 Hz','{\itT_M_L} at 500 Hz',... 
    '{\itT}(\theta) at 45 kHz','{\itT_M_L} at 45 kHz','location','best'); 
% title('Transmission through 3-mm thick aluminum plate vs. angle'); 
set(h1,'FontSize',20); 
set(gca,'XTick',[-90 -60 -30 0 30 60 90]) 
grid on 
hold off 

  

 

B.3 ThetaCovFreq.m 

This file displays the comparison of measured coincidence frequency to the theoretical 

curve. This data is shown in Appendix D. 
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% ThetaCovFreq.m 
% Created by Matthew Shaw 
% Edited also by Blaine Harker 

  
% This program plots the measured coincidence angles vs frequency and 
% compares them to the theoretical values for a 0.5-mm thick aluminum 
% plate. 

  

  
% close all; 
clear all; 

  
set(0,'DefaultAxesLineWidth',3); 
set(0,'DefaultLineLineWidth',3); 
set(0,'DefaultAxesFontSize',30); 

  
f=0:1000:100000; 
omega=2*pi*f; 
h=.0005; 
% h=.002*.0254; 
rho=1.21; 
phoAl=2700; 
c=343; 
eta=1e-5; 
pois=.33; 
E=70e9; 
m=phoAl*h; 
D=E*h^3/(12*(1-pois^2)); 

  
cb=(omega.^2*D/m).^(1/4); 

  
thetaco=180/pi*asin(sqrt((c./cb).^2)); 

  
figure 
plot(f,real(thetaco),'--k') 

  
hold on 
% fnew = 35000:1000:51000; 
% thetaCo = [55 56.25 55.0 52.5 52.5 52.5 51.25 50 50 50 47.1 47.5 ... 
%     46.25 45.0 43.75 43.75 42.5 ]; 
% % Frequencies for 49kHz - 70kHz 
% thetaCo2 = [43.75 45 45 42.5 42.5 42.5 43.75 42.5 40 38.75 40 ... 
%     40 40 40 38.75 40 38.75 36.25 37.5 37.5 37.5 37.5]; 

  
% TRANSMISSION ANGLES - 40 KHZ SOURCE (FOR ANGLES 35:51) 
angles40 = [55 56.25 53.75 52.5 52.5 ... 
    52.5 51.25 50 50 50 47.5 47.5 46.25 45 43.75 ... 
    43.75 42.5]; 

  
% TRANSMISSION ANGLES - HYPERTWEETER SOURCE (FOR ANGLES 20:35) 
angleshyper = [75 75 72.5 76.25 81.25 80 76.25 72.5 72.5 66.25 ... 
    63.75 63.75 58.75 61.25 56.25 58.75]; 
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% TRANSMISSION ANGLES - 58 KHZ SOURCE (FOR ANGLES 49:71) 
angles58 = [43.75 ... 
    45 44.375 42.5 42.5 42.5 43.75 42.5 40 38.75 40 ... 
    40 40 40 38.75 40 38.75 36.25 37.5 37.5 37.5... 
    37.5]; 

  
thetaCoT = [angleshyper(1:end-1), angles40(1:end-1), angles58(3:end)]; 

  

  
fnewT=20000:1000:70000; 

  
plot(fnewT,thetaCoT,'-b'); 
hold off 
grid on 
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)'); 
ylabel('Coincidence Angle (degrees)'); 

  
diff1=thetaco(21:71)-thetaCoT; 
% plot(fnewT,diff1); 
avg1=sqrt(sum(abs((thetaco(21:71)-thetaCoT)).^2)/length(thetaco)); 
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Experimental History 

 Many iterations of the experimental setup were used in order to better understand and 

improve the quality of the measurement system and determine accurate results. This section is 

intended to discuss a few of those iterations and the reasoning behind the changes introduced in 

the setup. 

 The first plate that was measured with this system was 28 cm by 40 cm (11 in by 16 in), 

with a thickness of 0.5 mm. The initial tests were conducted with the plate alone, with no baffle 

and therefore no attenuation of flanking transmission (due to diffraction). Because it was desired 

to explore the transmission at grazing incidence, it became important to reduce the diffraction 

around the sides of the plate. Several different configurations of acoustical treatments were 

employed to reduce this diffraction by attempting to block direct acoustic paths to the 

microphones from the side, without these treatments touching the plate. The best results were 
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obtained using foam above, below, and to the sides of the microphone array. Figure C.1 shows 

the data from this measurement. 

FIG. C.1. Results of transmission during early experiments at 40.5 kHz using foam that was not in 

direct contact with the plate. 

The data in Fig. C.1 were collected using a Mackie HR824 speaker operated at 40.5 kHz. 

The coincidence peaks are visible and reduced in amplitude, similar to the results discussed in 

Chapter 4. However, as the red arrows identify, the transmission appears to increase as the 

grazing angles are approached with a fairly linear slope (on a logarithmic scale). This is likely 

due to diffraction of sound around the sides of the plate and nearly direct sound propagation at 

the grazing angles. The idea of using a foam baffle, in direct contact with the plate, to reduce the 

diffracted sound was incorporated into the measurement setup, and new data were collected. The 

results showed decreased transmission at grazing angles, as expected. The results in Chapter 4 

include the foam baffle in direct contact with a bar. 
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After the diffraction was reduced, the data still showed significant fluctuations (or 

seemingly random deviations from the theory) as identified by the red arrows in Fig. 4.3, but 

they were more frequent and were greater in amplitude, especially in the mass law region, in the 

measurements with this plate, as shown in Fig. C.1. We postulated that, with a plate, there may 

be traveling waves propagating in directions other than along the array of microphones which 

may provide interference with the one-dimensional traveling waves we desired to measure. At 

this point, it was desired to scan the plate using a Polytec scanning laser Doppler vibrometer in 

order to observe the wave structure excited in the plate. A 45-kHz sine wave was emitted from 

the piezoelectric source, and the source was pointed at the plate so that its principle axis made an 

angle of 45° to the normal to the plate in the horizontal direction (parallel to the line array). A 

17-cm by 8-cm section of the plate was scanned. Figure C.2 shows snapshots of the movie file 

created during the scans at 0° phase, 70° phase, and 140° phase. Figures C.2(a)-(c) show 

evidence of a traveling wave in the horizontal direction as evidenced by the vertical ridges (wave 

fronts) in these plots, but they also show evidence of a vertically traveling wave as evidenced by 

the faintly visible horizontal ridges (wave fronts). Though not shown here, this same effect was 

observed when the angle of incidence was from a vertical direction. Figure C.3 shows a scan of 

the entire plate (with a lower density of points), and the evidence of both vertically and 

horizontally traveling waves is more clearly seen. 
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FIG. C.2. Scanning laser vibrometer measurements of a small section of the large plate. (a) 0° phase 

(b) 70° phase (c) 140° phase. 
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FIG. C.3. Scanning laser vibrometer measurement of the entire large plate. 

Because the array was only able to beam form in the horizontal direction, it was believed 

that the vertically traveling waves are the reason for the large fluctuations in the transmission 

data. To reduce the effect of the vertically traveling waves, a bar was substituted in place of the 

plate, with a vertical dimension of 3.8 cm. The bending wavelength at 45 kHz is 1.0 cm. By 

switching to an aspect ratio closer to that of a bar, the waves were potentially reduced to one 

dimension. However, the width of the bar is still 3.8 wavelengths in size, so there still may be 

waves traveling in the vertical direction. Further work could utilize a bar with a smaller width to 

see if these fluctuations decrease further. 
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The use of a foam baffle for the no-bar measurements was explored further to determine 

its effect on the transmission curve. The question is whether or not the foam baffle should be 

present for the measurements without the bar, making the presence of the bar the only difference 

between the two cases. Measurements without the bar were taken both with and without the foam 

baffle installed, and both were processed according to the sequence described previously (each 

with the same with-bar data). Figure C.4 shows the comparison of the two cases. The main 

difference is seen near grazing angles where the transmission is greater with the foam in place 

for the no-bar measurement. For the results given in Chapter 4, the case without the foam baffle 

was used because it was believed that the foam baffle did not allow for an unobstructed direct 

path to the microphones for the no-bar measurements. The incident acoustic wave at grazing 

incidence drags along 20 cm of foam before reaching the hole cut out for the microphones and 

therefore should be attenuated some before it reaches the microphone array. However, even in 

the case of the foam baffle being present for the no-bar measurement, there may be some 

attenuation of the incident sound prior to its excitation of the bar, though the wave would only 

have to travel 6.2 cm before reaching the taped end of the bar. 
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FIG. C.4. Transmission through the 0.5 mm aluminum bar from experimental data at 45 kHz. The no-bar 

measurements are different for each case in that the foam baffle was present in one and not the other. 
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Material Property Extraction 

 The concept of extracting material properties using non-destructive testing (NDT) is not 

new. While common methods of determining material properties, like elastic moduli and 

Poisson’s ratio, require destruction of the specimen under test, several studies have used 

ultrasonic acoustic excitation and transmission to measure and calculate these properties.
24-26

 

However, these studies use very high-frequency ultrasound (on the order of MHz) and generally 

involve plate thickness resonances. None have shown that material properties may be extracted 

from a measurement of angular dependent sound transmission. This section proposes a method to 

determine the bending stiffness,  , of an isotropic plate using the angular dependent sound 

transmission setup described in Chapter 3. 

 Using the measurement process described above, it is possible to measure the 

coincidence angle by extracting the peak value of the transmission data at a specific frequency. 

As described by Eq. (2.6), this coincidence angle,    , shifts from grazing incidence towards 
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normal incidence as frequency is increased. Equation (2.6) can be solved for     as a function of 

frequency, yielding 

             [(
  

   
√

 

 
)

   

]  (D.1) 

Since   is well defined and   can be calculated using the geometry and mass of a bar,   

becomes the only unknown quantity in Eq. (D.1). By measuring the coincidence angle at various 

frequencies and curve-fitting this equation to the data, the bending stiffness can be measured. 

 The angular-dependent transmission through the aluminum bar was measured for 

frequencies between 20 kHz and 70 kHz, in 1-kHz increments. Fig. D.1 shows a surface plot of 

frequency versus angle, where color on the surface plot denotes transmission levels. For the 

measurements below 35 kHz, a KEF Reference Series Hypertweeter was used. Between 35 and 

50 kHz, the Parasonics 4012A piezoelectric source was used. Above 50 kHz, the Parasonics 

PAR58T piezoelectric source was used. Note that the coincidence angle shifts towards 0° as 

frequency is increased. 

The two angles at which coincidence occurred (the peaks mirrored about 0°) were 

extracted at each frequency interval. The coincidence angle at each frequency was calculated as 

the average of the two peaks. The results of these experiments, compared to the curve using 

known values of aluminum (     GPa,        kg/m
3
, and       ) based on Eq. (D.1), 

are shown in Fig. D.2. 
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FIG. D.1. Surface plot of the transmission for frequency versus angle with color representing the 

transmission levels for the aluminum bar. 

  

FIG. D.2. Coincidence angle versus frequency for the aluminum bar. 
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Below the critical frequency (24 kHz for a 0.5-mm aluminum bar), the peaks were 

indistinguishable because there should no longer be coincidence peaks present below the critical 

frequency. These data were therefore disregarded. Above the critical frequency, the coincidence 

angle decreases from 90° towards normal incidence following the prescribed curve, with an 

average mean square error of 0.96°. Better angular resolution in the measurement system could 

potentially reduce this error further. 

With these data, it is possible to fit the theoretical curve by minimizing the error using the 

least squares method. From this, the bending stiffness in Eq. (D.1) can be calculated. The data 

were curve-fitted in Mathematica using the NMinimize method of the FindFit function, the fit 

being based on a least squares approach. The experimental fitted value of the bending stiffness 

was 0.829, while the calculated value of the bending stiffness, calculated using      GPa, 

         m, and        in Eq. (2.3), is 0.818. This corresponds to a 1.3% error. This error 

could potentially be reduced further by increasing the angular resolution in the measurements, 

investigating the boundary conditions on the bar, or taking measurements at smaller frequency 

increments.  

Using the experimental value for the bending stiffness, 0.005 m for the thickness and 

0.33 for Poisson’s ratio, Eq. (2.3) gives Young’s modulus as 70.9 GPa, an error of 1.4% from the 

70 GPa used in the other calculations. This is actually closer to the value given by Kinsler et al.
20

 

However, the aluminum bar is aluminum alloy 2024. Exact values for the Young’s modulus for 

this bar were not measured, but various manufacturers give Young’s moduli of 72.4 GPa or 73.1 

GPa for 2024 alloys. Thus the fitted value of 70.9 GPa may represent as much as 3% error. The 

downside of this method is that a value for Poisson’s ratio had to be assumed. 
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Alternatively, Young’s modulus could be measured using another method, such as by 

measuring longitudinal bar resonances, and a value of Poisson’s ratio may then be extracted from 

the angular dependent sound transmission measurements. 


